WHO IS TRUMP...REALLY?
‘Trump the Chameleon?’

11/14/16 – EDWARD C NOONAN, Former 2012 & 2016 Presidential Candidate alert:

From: Mairi
To: ednoonan7
Date: 11/13/16
Subject: Who is Trump.....REALLY....?

Taking a brief respite from the case I am working on, because I feel compelled to get on my soap box, if just for a very few moments.

Trust me, even when I cannot respond, I am doing my best to keep up with the 1000 or more emails I receive each day. I thank each and every one of you for sending me the info, sobering or fun, that you do! Please don't believe for a moment, that just because I can't respond directly to you, I don't appreciate your patience with me. I DO!

Soap box time:

I have seen so many articles, and heard so many people claiming Trump has been sent by GOD to right America's ship of State. I'm not so sure. Trump is a virtual 'unknown', a shrewd businessman, but he is also a chameleon. When it has suited his 'business model', he is liberal (taking funds intended for small businesses after 911, using the tax code to his advantage). By the same token, when it suits his purposes, he is definitively conservative (forcing Barack to release his long birth form certificate... just winning this election, "Build the wall!")

If Trump were truly conservative, and in full support of our revered Constitution, his very....very....VERY first 'sit down' should have been with Sheriff Arpaio. Armed with the information Sheriff Joe and Mike Zullo have in their arsenal, I think it would have made for a far more interesting 'sit down' with Barack. Just sayin'.....
I'm Praying Trump puts Arpaio in as AG. Now THAT would be amazing!

Friends, think about this....Barack is a usurper. Trump, during his campaign, only said he now believes Barack was born in America. We've seen word play like this before....you remember, "Depends on what the definition of 'is', is...." Preaching to the choir, we all know it doesn't make a shred of difference if Barack was born in America. If the 'daddy' Barack claims is his, is his, he is OUT! For Trump, that would mean an instant THREE SCOTUS judges to be immediately presented for confirmation. Woo Hoo! If those justices were true to the 'originalist' version of deciding cases based on Constitutional law, Roberts, that slimy snake, would be far more ineffective at being 'blackmailed' into submission by liberals.

That meeting with Sheriff Joe could also have negated a LOT of illegal and unlawful Executive Orders, and legislation signed by our muslim-in-chief. I'm sure there is no way to get back the 'ransom money' Barack sent to his Iranian buddies, but I'm fairly certain Trump would have his own way of 'exacting return' of those funds.

My opinion of Trump as anything more than 'not an attorney/not a political hack', is reserved. So far, color me unimpressed....I was expecting more...there's still time, but first impressions are lasting....

He still beats the alternative!

GOD Bless

The American Resistance Party answers with this:

In the Supreme Court Case NOONAN v BOWEN/ OBAMA:

The charges (left) were brought forth as per Section 14 of the Declarations of Rights of the California State Constitution:

"Felonies shall be prosecuted as provided by law, either by indictment or, after examination and commitment by a magistrate, by information."

However the Courts of California failed to obey the constitution. Hence the charge remains true until the courts allow the charged to be heard and prosecuted as per law.
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